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Report details Panama firm tactics
Charities’ names
allegedly used without
consent to hide money
By RAPHAEL SATTER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

PARIS — The law firm at the
center of the Panama offshore
accounts scandal routinely
usurped the name of the Red
Cross and other charities to help
obscure the origin of millions of

dollars in questionable funds,
two newspapers involved in the
investigation reported Sunday.
There’s no suggestion that the
charitable groups had any idea
their name was being used in
this way. International Committee of the Red Cross spokeswoman Claire Kaplun said Sunday
that the revelation was “a total
surprise and something we find
extremely shocking.”
France’s Le Monde and Switzerland’s Le Matin Dimanche
said Mossack Fonseca creat-

email cited by the publications
appeared to lay out the firm’s
reasoning.
“Given that banks and financial institutions are today asked
to obtain information about
economic beneficiaries, it has
become difficult for us not to divulge the identity of those of the
Faith Foundation’s,” the email
said, according to the papers.
“That’s why we’ve implemented
this structure designating the
‘International Red Cross.’ It’s
easier that way.”

ed dummy foundations with
high-minded names such as
the “Faith Foundation” to hold
shares in around 500 offshore
companies. The foundation’s
beneficiary was routinely listed
as “the Red Cross,” a designation which served the dual purposes of hiding the firms’ real
beneficiaries and of draping
them in an “NGO aura,” the papers wrote.
Mossack Fonseca didn’t immediately return an email
seeking comment, but a leaked

FRENCH-AMERICAN CHARTER » SR immersion program to drop
middle school amid surging demand for elementary spots

Adapting to growth

Another email cited by the papers suggests Mossack Fonseca
deliberately kept the Red Cross
in the dark about the maneuver.
“According to Panama law,
the beneficiaries of a foundation can be used without knowing it,” the email said, according
to the papers. “That means the
International Red Cross doesn’t
know about this arrangement.”
Kaplun, the Red Cross spokeswoman, said that using the
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Brussels
not first
choice
in attack
2nd Paris hit planned,
Belgian prosecutors say;
more assaults feared
By AURELIEN BREEDEN
AND ALISSA J. RUBIN
NEW YORK TIMES

BRUSSELS — The announcement on Sunday that the plotters of last month’s Brussels
terror attacks had originally
intended to hit Paris again only
heightened the growing concern
among police and intelligence
agencies that shadowy Islamic
State networks could unleash
new attacks at any time, and in
other European capitals.
As intelligence experts and
officials took stock of what they
have learned since the Nov. 13
assaults in and around Paris,
which killed 130 people, several things have come into focus.
The scale of the Islamic State’s
operations in Europe are still
not known, but they appear to
be larger and more layered than
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By ELOÍSA RUANO GONZÁLEZ
ABOVE: Sixth-graders
Eva Abert, 11, left, and
Jeanne Lurton, 12,
translate French into
English on Thursday
at the Santa Rosa
French-American
Charter School.

THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

L

auren Visconsi and her family left
behind a life in Portland, Ore., four
years ago when they heard about the
opening of Santa Rosa French-American
Charter School.
It was a big move, but they couldn’t pass
up on a free, public language immersion
program, especially after realizing it was
too costly to send their four kids to a private French school.
“(It) was an incredible opportunity,”
Visconsi said about the Santa Rosa school,
which started nearly four years ago with
243 students.
Now, the school is looking at a big
change. Struggling to accommodate the
growing number of transitional kindergarten and kindergarten students and the
decline in middle school enrollment, it will
no longer accept seventh- and eighth-graders, a group that the neighboring Rincon
Valley school district is welcoming for the
coming year.
Attendance has more than doubled at
the French-American Charter School

LEFT: Sixth-graders
Keisha Elward, 12,
left, and Noelie Remy,
11, walk through the
hall Thursday at the
school.

since it opened in the fall 2012, Principal
Pascal Stricher said. The school typically
gets around 140 applications for kindergarten — dozens more than it can handle
on the Sonoma Avenue campus, he said.
The growth wasn’t much of a surprise
for Michelle Gervais, president of the
parent association.
“You can’t get it anywhere else for free,”

she said. “People pay tens of thousands of
dollars to send their kids to programs like
this in a private setting.”
While the growth has been “intense,”
she said most parents find it positive.
“They see more diversity, a broad base
of support and a growing sense of com-

Why some
voters stand
by Trump
By ADAM GELLER
AND BRYNA GODAR
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Donald Trump’s inflammatory statements about Mexican
immigrants, Muslim refugees
and women who get abortions
may eventually be his campaign’s undoing, some analysts
say. But don’t tell that to the
many supporters such as Titus
Kottke, attracted to the Republican front-runner specifically
because he shoots from the lip.
“No more political correctness,” said Kottke, 22, a cattle
trucker and construction worker from Athens, Wis., who waited hours last weekend to see the
candidate in a line stretching
the length of a shopping mall.
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